The rate of a network code is the ratio of the block sizes of the network's messages and its edge codewords. The linear capacity of a network over a finite ring alphabet is the supremum of achievable rates using linear codes over the ring. We prove the following for directed acyclic networks:
(i) For every finite field F and every finite ring R, there is some network whose linear capacity over R is greater than over F if and only if the sizes of F and R are relatively prime.
(ii) Every network's linear capacity over a finite ring is less than or equal to its linear capacity over every finite field whose characteristic divides the ring's size. As a consequence, every network's linear capacity over a finite field is greater than or equal to its linear capacity over every ring of the same size. Additionally, every network's linear capacity over a module is at most its linear capacity over some finite field.
(iii) The linear capacity of any network over a finite field depends only on the characteristic of the field.
(iv) Every network that is asymptotically linearly solvable over some finite ring (or even some module) is also asymptotically linearly solvable over some finite field.
These results establish the sufficiency of finite field alphabets for linear network coding. Namely, linear network coding capacity cannot be improved by looking beyond finite field alphabets to more general ring alphabets. However, certain rings can yield higher linear capacities for certain networks than can a given field.
symbols. We will denote the cardinality of an alphabet A by |A|. The inputs to a node are the message vectors, if any, originating at the node and the symbols on the incoming edges of the node. Each outgoing edge of a network node has associated with it an edge function that maps the node's inputs to the vector of symbols carried by the edge, called the edge vector. Each receiver node has decoding functions that map the receiver's inputs to a vector of alphabet symbols in an attempt to recover the receiver's demands, which are the message vectors the receiver wishes to obtain. A (k, n) code over an alphabet A (also called a fractional code) is an assignment of edge functions to the edges in the network and an assignment of decoding functions to the receivers in the network such that message vectors (or "message blocks") are elements of A k and edge vectors (or "edge blocks") are elements of A n . The rate of a (k, n) network code is k/n. A fractional code is a solution if each receiver recovers its demanded message vectors from its inputs.
For any ring R, let char(R) denote the characteristic of R. If R is a ring and n, m 1 , . . . , m s are positive integers, then we say a function
is linear over R if it can be written in the form
where, for each i,
• A i is an n × m i matrix whose elements are constants in the ring R,
• + is n-vector addition over R, and
• · is matrix-vector multiplication over R.
A fractional code is linear over R if all edge functions and decoding functions are linear over R, i.e. the outgoing edge vectors and decoded symbols at a node are linear combinations of the node's inputs.
The capacity of a network is C(N ) = sup{k/n : ∃ a (k, n) solution over some alphabet A}.
The linear capacity of a network with respect to a ring alphabet R is C lin (N , R) = sup{k/n : ∃ a (k, n) linear solution over R}.
A network is said to be
• solvable if it has a (1, 1) solution over some alphabet A,
• scalar linearly solvable over R if it has a (1, 1) linear solution over R, and
• vector linear solvable over R if it has a (t, t) linear solution over R, for some t ≥ 1.
Related Work
In 2000, Ahlswede, Cai, Li, and Yeung [1] showed that some networks can attain higher capacities by using coding at network nodes, rather than just using routing operations. Since then, many results on linear network coding over finite fields have been achieved. On the other hand, the theoretical potential and limitations of linear network coding over non-field alphabets has been much less understood. Li, Yeung, and Cai [25] showed that when each of a network's receivers demands all of the messages (i.e. a multicast network), the linear capacity over any finite field is equal to the (nonlinear) capacity. Ho et. al [20] showed that for multicast networks, random fractional linear codes over finite fields achieve the network's capacity with probability approaching one as the block sizes increase. Jaggi et. al [22] developed polynomial-time algorithms for constructing capacity-achieving fractional linear codes over finite fields for multicast networks. Algorithms for constructing fractional linear solutions over finite fields for other classes of networks have also been a subject of considerable interest (e.g. [16] , [21] , [36] , and [41] ).
It is known (e.g. [11] ) that for general networks, fractional linear codes over finite fields do not necessarily attain the capacity. In fact, it was shown by Lovett [27] that, in general, fractional linear network codes over finite fields cannot even approximate the capacity to any constant factor. Blasiak, Kleinberg, and Lubetzky [2] demonstrated a class of networks whose capacities are larger than their linear capacities over any finite field by a factor that grows polynomially with the number of messages. Langberg and Sprintson [24] showed that, for general networks, constructing fractional solutions whose rates even approximate the capacity to any constant factor is NP-hard.
It was shown in [4] that the capacity of a network is independent of the coding alphabet. However, there are multiple examples in the literature (e.g. [7] , [11] , [15] ) of networks whose linear capacity over a finite field can depend on the field alphabet, specifically by way of the characteristic of the field. Muralidharan and Rajan [31] demonstrated that a fractional linear solution over a finite field F exists for a network if and only if the network is associated with a discrete polymatroid representable over F. Linear rank inequalities of vector subspaces and linear information inequalities (e.g. [40] ) are known to be closely related and have been shown to be useful in determining networks' linear capacities over finite fields (e.g. [14] , [15] , and [17] ).
Chan and Grant [5] demonstrated a duality between entropy functions and capacity regions of networks and provided an alternate proof that fractional linear codes over finite fields do not necessarily attain the capacity. The relationship between network capacities and entropy functions has been further studied, for example, in [6] , [19] , [32] , and [39] . It has also been shown (e.g. [13] ) that non-Shannon information inequalities may be needed to determine the capacity of a network.
It was shown in [5] that fractional linear network codes over finite rings (and modules) are special cases of codes generated by Abelian groups. However, most other studies of linear capacity have generally been restricted to finite field alphabets. We will consider the case where the coding alphabet is viewed, more generally, as a finite ring.
We recently showed in [8] and [9] that scalar linear network codes over finite rings can offer solvability advantages over scalar linear network codes over finite fields in certain cases. Some of the results from these papers will be used in proofs in the present paper.
Main Results
The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows.
In Section 2, we explore a connection between fractional linear codes and vector linear codes, which allows us to exploit network solvability results over rings [8, 9] in order to achieve capacity results over rings. For a given network N and rate r we show (in Lemma 2.3) there exists a network N ′ that is vector linearly solvable over a ring R if and only if N has a fractional linear solution at rate r over the ring R. We then use this result (in Lemma 2.5 and Corollaries 2.7 and 3.2) to extend scalar linear solvability results to the more general case of fractional linear codes.
In Section 3, we use the results relating solvability and fractional codes from Section 2 to show our main results on network coding capacity over rings. We prove (in Theorem 3.6) that the linear capacity of any network over a field depends only on the characteristic of the field. This contrasts with linear solvability over fields, since scalar linear solvability can depend not only on the field's characteristic, but more specifically, on the precise cardinality of the field.
We prove (in Theorem 3.9) that for any network, any finite field, and any finite ring whose size is divisible by the field's characteristic, the network's linear capacity over the ring is less than or equal to its linear capacity over the field. As a consequence, for any finite ring there exists a field, not larger than the ring, such that every network's linear capacity over the ring is at most its linear capacity over the field. In this sense, it suffices to restrict attention to finite fields when choosing a coding alphabet from among all rings. In other words, the general class of rings does not provide any benefit over the restricted class of finite fields, in terms of achieving linear capacity with network coding. In order to prove Theorem 3.9, we show (in Lemma 3.8) that whenever a network has a fractional linear solution over some ring at a given rate, the network has a fractional linear solution over some field at the same rate but with potentially larger block sizes.
Even though Theorem 3.9 asserts non-field rings cannot provide an increase in linear capacity over fields for all networks, we show (in Corollary 3.10) that generally certain rings, smaller than a given field, can increase the linear capacity over at least some (but not all) networks. In fact, we show (in Theorem 3.11) that for any finite field and any finite ring, there exists a network with higher linear capacity over the ring than over the field if and only if the field's size and the ring's size are relatively prime.
In Section 4, we extend the notion of linearity to modules and define fractional linear codes over modules, which include fractional linear codes over finite rings as a special case. We also extend some of the results in Section 2 to fractional linear codes over modules (in Lemma 4.2). We use these results to prove (in Theorem 4.5) that for any network and any finite module, there exists a finite field, whose characteristic divides the module's size, such that any network's linear capacity over the module is at most its linear capacity over the field. Finally, we prove (in Corollary 4.6) that whenever a network has a fractional linear solution over some ring (or module) at a rate arbitrarily close to 1, the network must also have a fractional linear solution over some field at the same rate. This strengthens results in [7] and [11] by showing that the non-linearly solvable networks presented in these papers additionally are not asymptotically linearly solvable over modules. Figure 1: The Butterfly network has a single source node 0, which generates message vectors x and y. Each of the receivers, nodes 5 and 6, demands both x and y. The Butterfly network has capacity 1 and is scalar linearly solvable over any ring.
Many techniques for upper bounding network linear capacities over finite fields (e.g. [7, 11, 14] ) exploit linear algebra results that sometimes do not extend to matrices over arbitrary rings. For example, it is known (e.g. see [18] ) that the transpose of an invertible matrix over a noncommutative ring is not necessarily invertible. 1 Consequently, directly computing network linear capacities over finite rings appears somewhat difficult.
One method for determining whether a network satisfies some solvability or capacity property is to transform the question into whether a certain related network satisfies a corresponding property (e.g. [23] , [37] , and [38] ). We use this approach to relate the existence of fractional linear solutions over rings to scalar and vector linear solvability over rings (which was studied in [8] and [9] ). Specifically, we show that for any given network N and rate r, the network N has a fractional linear solution over a ring R at rate r if and only if a corresponding network is vector linearly solvable over R. This allows us to more easily relate a network's linear capacity over a ring to the network's linear capacity over some field.
Fractional Equivalent Network
For any network N and positive integers k and n, the following defines a new network which is vector linearly solvable over a ring R if and only if N has a rate k/n fractional linear solution over R. We prove this fact in Lemma 2.3. The Butterfly network is defined in Figure 1 , and, for each k, n ≥ 1, the (k, n)-Butterfly network is defined in Figure 2 . These networks are consistent with Definition 2.1, if they are denoted by N and N (k,n) , respectively. Part (c) of the following motivational example is also consistent with Lemma 2.3. Hence for any k, n ≥ 1 such that k/n ≤ 1, the Butterfly has a (k, n) linear solution over any ring R.
Conversely, suppose the Butterfly network has a (k, n) linear solution over a ring R. Since the pair of edges {e 0,1 , e 0,2 } is a minimum-cut for the network, and since x, y ∈ R k and e 0,1 , e 0,2 ∈ R n , we have 2k ≤ 2n. Thus k/n ≤ 1.
u,v denote the symbol carried by the ith parallel edge connecting nodes u and v in the (k, n)-Butterfly network. Whenever k ≤ n, a (1, 1) linear solution for the Butterfly network over any ring is given by
where the receivers linearly recover their demands similarly to the (1, 1) code described for the Butterfly network in (a).
Conversely, suppose the (k, n)-Butterfly network has a (t, t) linear solution over a ring R, for some t ≥ 1. Since the edge set
0,2 , . . . , e
is a minimum-cut for the network, and since x i , y i , e In fact, any (k, n) linear solution for the Butterfly network can be translated to a (1, 1) linear solution for the (k, n)-Butterfly network. Similarly, any (1, 1) linear solution for the (k, n)-Butterfly network can be translated to a (k, n) linear solution for the Butterfly network. This concept is generalized in Lemma 2.3. Lemma 2.3. Let N be a network, let k, n, and t be positive integers, let R be a finite ring, and let N (k,n) denote the network in Definition 2.1 corresponding to N and k and n. Then N has a (tk, tn) linear solution over R if and only if N (k,n) has a (t, t) linear solution over R.
Proof. In a (tk, tn) code over R for N , suppose a node generates message vectors x 1 , . . . , x r ∈ R tk and has incoming edge vectors y 1 , . . . , y s ∈ R tn . Then an edge function
can equivalently be written as n functions:
which can be used to describe equivalent edge functions for the n parallel edges in a (t, t) code over R for N (k,n) . The function f is linear over R if and only if each of f 1 , . . . , f n is also linear over R.
Similarly, a decoding function in a (tk, tn) code for N
can equivalently be written as k functions:
which can be used to describe equivalent decoding functions for the k message vectors in a (t, t) code over R for N (k,n) . The function f is linear over R if and only if each of f 1 , . . . , f k is also linear over R. Additionally, the function f correctly reproduces its demanded message vector in the (tk, tn) code for N if and only if each of f 1 , . . . , f k correctly reproduces its demanded message vector in the (t, t) code for N (k,n) . Hence, any (tk, tn) linear solution over a ring R for N can be translated to a (t, t) linear solution over R for N (k,n) , and similarly, any (t, t) linear solution over R for N (k,n) can be translated to a (tk, tn) linear solution over R for N . a (1, 1) linear solution over S.
Fractional Dominance
(b) S fractionally dominates R if for all integers k, n ≥ 1, every network with a (k, n) linear solution over R also has a (k, n) linear solution over S.
The scalar dominance relation was studied in [8] , where it was shown that scalar dominance is a quasi-order on the set of commutative rings of a given size. We note that if S fractionally dominates R, then for every network N ,
Lemma 2.5. Let R and S be finite rings. Then S fractionally dominates R if and only if S scalarly dominates R.
Proof. It follows immediately from Definition 2.4 that fractional dominance implies scalar dominance. To prove the converse, suppose S scalarly dominates R. Let N be a network, let k and n be positive integers, and let N (k,n) be the network in Definition 2.1 corresponding to N , k, and n. Then
Hence for all k, n ≥ 1, every network with a (k, n) linear solution over R also has a (k, n) linear solution over S.
A ring homomorphism is a mapping φ from a ring R to a ring S such that for all a, b ∈ R
where 1 R and 1 S are the multiplicative identities of R and S.
As an example, for any integer n ≥ 2 and any divisor m of n, there is a homomorphism from Z n to Z m using reduction modulo m.
Fractional linear codes consist of addition and multiplication operations, both of which are preserved under homomorphisms. In fact, Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.7 show that ring homomorphisms induce scalar dominance and fractional dominance, respectively. (1) R is a subring of S:
The identity mapping is an injective homomorphism from R to S. In a later proof (Theorem 3.6), we will use the fact that GF(p r ) is a subfield of GF(p s ) whenever r s, which implies GF(p s ) fractionally dominates GF(p r ) in such cases.
(2) φ i : R 1 × R 2 → R i is the projection mapping: φ i is a surjective homomorphism. It is known (see Lemma 3.7) that each finite ring is isomorphic to some direct product of rings with prime-power sizes, which implies that each finite ring is fractionally dominated by certain rings with prime-power sizes. These facts will be used in the proof of later results (Lemma 3.8).
Corollary 2.7 does not necessarily extend to non-linear solutions. For example, in [7] it was shown that for any prime p and integer α ≥ 2, there is a network that has a (1, 1) non-linear solution over an alphabet of size p α but not over any smaller alphabets. In particular, the constructed network has a (1, 1) non-linear solution over the ring Z p α but not over Z p . However, there is a surjective homomorphism from the ring Z p α to Z p given by reduction modulo p, which implies any network that is scalar linearly solvable over Z p α must also be scalar linearly solvable over Z p .
If a ring R has a proper two-sided ideal I, then there is a surjective homomorphism from R to R/I. It is known (e.g. [28, p. 20] ) that every finite ring with no proper two-sided ideals is isomorphic to some ring of matrices over a finite field. In fact, every finite ring R has a two-sided ideal I such that R/I is a matrix ring. This implies the following lemma, which was more formally shown in [9] . Proof. Let N be a network, and let N (k,n) be the network in Definition 2.1 corresponding to N , k, and n. Then
[from Lemma 2.3] .
Linear Capacity over Fields
We define, for each integer m ≥ 2, the Char-m network in Figure 3 . The Char-m network is denoted by N 2 (m, 1) in [7] , with a slight relabeling of sources. This network is a generalization of the Fano network [13] and is known to be vector linearly solvable over a field if and only if the characteristic of the field divides m. Let R be a finite ring whose characteristic divides m. Then m = 0 in R, and the following scalar linear code over R is a solution for the Char-m network where i = 0, 1, . . . , m + 1, and the receivers linearly recover their demands as follows
This code relies on the fact m = 0 in R, and in fact, the Char-m network has no scalar linear solutions over any ring whose characteristic does not divide m. x 0 x 0
Figure 3: The Char-m network has source nodes S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S m+1 which generate message vectors x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x m+1 , respectively. Node u x has a single incoming edge from each source node, and the edge connecting nodes u x and v x carries the edge vector e x . For each i = 0, 1, . . . , m + 1, node u i has a single incoming edge from each source node, except S i . The edge connecting nodes u i and v i carries edge vector e i . The receiver R i demands x i and has an incoming edge from node v i and an incoming edge from v x . The receiver R x demands x 0 and has an incoming edge from each of nodes v 1 , . . . , v m+1 . , whenever char(F) ffl m. 
Proof. Suppose char(F 1 ) = p = q = char(F 2 ) and let N 1 and N 2 be the Char-p network and Char-q network, respectively. Then by Lemma 3.4, C lin (N 1 , F 1 ) = 1 and C lin (N 1 , F 2 
The following theorem demonstrates that the linear capacity of a network over a field depends only on the characteristic of the field. This contrasts with the scalar linear solvability of networks over fields, since some networks can be scalar linearly solvable only over certain fields of a given characteristic. Theorem 3.6 also demonstrates that for any two finite fields of distinct characteristics, there always exists some network whose linear capacities differ over the two fields. Both (k, n) linear solutions and (rk, rn) linear solutions have rate k/n. Hence any rate that is linearly attainable over GF(p r ) is also linearly attainable over GF(p s ) (with possibly larger block sizes), which implies
Similarly, we have
Hence if char(F 1 ) = char(F 2 ), then the linear capacities of any network over F 1 and F 2 are equal. The reverse direction follows from Corollary 3.5.
Immediately following Definition 2.4, we showed that for any finite rings S and R, S fractionally dominates R =⇒ C lin (N , S) ≥ C lin (N , R) for every network N .
Theorem 3.6 can be used to show the converse is not necessarily true. There are numerous examples in the literature (e.g. see [8, Lemma III.2] , [33] , [35] ) of networks that are scalar linearly solvable over GF(p r ) but not over GF(p s ), for some prime p and some distinct positive integers r and s. In such cases, GF(p s ) does not fractionally dominate GF(p r ); however, by Theorem 3.6, any network's linear capacity over either field is the same, since both fields have characteristic p.
Linear Capacity over Rings
Unlike finite fields, a finite ring need not have prime-power size. This may be advantageous in applications which call for non-power-of-prime alphabet sizes; however, the following lemma shows that all such rings decompose into a direct product of rings of prime-power sizes. As an example, the ring Z 6 is isomorphic to Z 3 × Z 2 by the Chinese Remainder Theorem.
Lemma 3.7. [28, Theorem I.1]: Every finite ring is isomorphic to some direct product of rings with prime-power sizes.
In [9, Theorem IV.6], it is shown that whenever a network is scalar linearly solvable over a commutative ring of size p k , the network must have a (k, k) linear solution over the prime field GF(p). The following lemma demonstrates that if a network has a fractional linear solution at a given rate over a ring and if p is a prime that divides the size of the ring, then the network must also have a fractional linear solution over the field GF(p) at the same rate but with possibly larger block sizes.
Lemma 3.8. Let R be a finite ring, let k and n be positive integers, and let p be a prime divisor of |R|. Then there exists a positive integer t such that any network with a (k, n) linear solution over R also has a (tk, tn) linear solution over GF(p).
Proof. Suppose N is a network with a (k, n) linear solution over R. By Lemma 3.7, the ring R is isomorphic to a direct product of rings with prime-power sizes. Let S denote one of the rings in the direct product, and suppose its size is p α , for some positive integer α. Then the usual projective mapping from R to S is a surjective homomorphism, so by Corollary 2.7, network N also has a (k, n) linear solution over S.
By Lemma 2.8, since |S| = p α , there exist positive integers r and s such that there is a surjective homomorphism from S to the matrix ring M r (GF(p s )). So
Taking t = rs proves the lemma.
In network coding, arbitrarily large block sizes may be needed to achieve a solution at a particular rate. Das and Rai [10] showed that for each k, n ≥ 1 and each t ≥ 2, there exists a network that has a (tk, tn) linear solution over any finite field but which has no (mk, mn) linear solution over any finite field when m < t. In fact, Corollary 2.10 implies that for any finite field F, such a network has a (k, n) linear solution over the matrix ring M t (F). This also implies that the quantity t in Lemma 3.8 may need to be arbitrarily large.
We now prove one of our main results regarding linear capacity over rings. One consequence of Theorem 3.9 is that any network's linear capacity over a ring of prime-power size is never greater than the network's linear capacity over a field of the same size. Proof. Let R be a finite ring, let N be a network, and let p be a prime that divides |R|. It follows from Lemma 3.8, that whenever N has a fractional linear solution over R at a given rate, N also has a fractional linear solution over GF(p) at the same rate and with possibly larger block sizes. Hence, N 's linear capacity over R is upper bounded by N 's linear capacity over GF(p). By Theorem 3.6, for all n ≥ 1, the linear capacities of N over GF(p) and GF(p n ) are equal, thus proving the theorem.
As an example, the linear capacity of the Char-2 network is 1 over the field GF(2) and is upper bounded by 6/7 over the field GF(3) (see Lemma 3.4) . Since 2 = char(GF (2)) and 3 = char(GF(3)) both divide 6 = |Z 6 |, by Theorem 3.9, the Char-2 network's linear capacity over Z 6 is upper bounded by both 1 and 6/7.
Determining the exact linear capacity of the Char-m network over each finite ring (or even each finite field) is presently an open problem. Another open question is for which finite rings R and S does there exist a network N such that C lin (N , R) > C lin (N , S). We have answered this second question in some select special cases:
• In Theorem 3.6, we showed that when R and S are finite fields, such a network exists if and only if the characteristics of R and S differ.
• In Theorem 3.9, we showed that when S is a field whose characteristic divides |R|, no such network exists. This includes the special case where S is a field and |S| = |R|. Proof. Let p divide |S| but not |R|, and let N denote the Char-|R| network. Then,
[from p ffl |R| and Lemma 3.4]
where the last inequality uses the fact that N must be scalar linearly solvable over R, since the characteristic of R divides the size of R.
Corollary 3.10 implies that if the sizes of two rings do not share the same set of prime factors, then at least one of the rings induces a higher linear capacity than the other on some network. As an example, the Char-6 network has a strictly larger linear capacity over the ring Z 6 than over the field GF(25) of larger size.
Corollary 3.10, in particular, implies that for every finite field and every ring, whose sizes are relatively prime, there is some network for which the linear capacity of the network over the ring is strictly larger than the linear capacity over the field. In contrast, Theorem 3.9 shows that for every ring and every network, there is some field for which the linear capacity of the network over the ring is less than or equal to the linear capacity over the field. These facts are succinctly summarized in the following theorem.
Linear Capacity over Modules
We have thus far considered fractional linear codes in which the messages, the edge symbols, and the scalars that determine the linear functions are all ring elements. However, a fractional code can also be linear with respect to a module, which is a more general type of linearity. In fact, linear coding over modules generalizes both scalar and vector linear coding over rings. The linear solvability of networks over module alphabets was studied in [9] . In this section, we will show that Theorem 3.9 extends to modules in a natural way.
Definition 4.1. An R-module (specifically a left R-module) is an Abelian group (G, ⊕) together with a ring (R, +, * ) of scalars and an action
such that for all r, s ∈ R and all g, h ∈ G the following hold:
For brevity, we will sometimes refer to such an R-module as R G. As an example, any ring R acts on its own additive group (R, +) by multiplication in R. Some other examples of modules include
• Any ring R acts on the set of k-vectors over R by scalar multiplication. In fact, when R is a field, this module is a vector space.
• Any ring R acts on any left ideal I of R by multiplication in R.
• The ring of all k × k matrices over any ring R acts on the set of k-vectors over R by matrixvector multiplication over R.
• The ring of integers Z acts on any Abelian group G by repeated addition in G.
• Any subring S of a ring R acts on R by multiplication in R.
• The ring Z n acts on Z m by multiplication modulo m whenever m divides n.
An edge (or decoding) function
is linear with respect to the R-module G if it can be written in the form
where
• A i are n × m i matrices over R,
• + is n-vector addition over the Abelian group G, and
• · is matrix-vector multiplication, where multiplication of elements of R by elements of G is the action of the module.
A (k, n) code is linear over the R-module G if each message vector is an element of G k , each edge vector is an element of G n , and each edge function and each decoding function is linear with respect to R G. The linear capacity of a network with respect to an R-module alphabet G is:
Since network coding alphabets are presumed to be finite, we restrict attention to modules whose Abelian group is finite; however, in principle, the ring need not be finite. We also note that every fractional linear codes over a ring is a special case of a fractional linear code over a module, where a finite ring acts on its own additive group.
The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 2.3 to include fractional linear codes over modules. Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 2.3, except the messages and edge symbols are elements of G, rather than R.
The following lemma can be shown similarly to [9, Theorem II.10] . In particular, [9, Theorem II.10] shows that for each network N with a (1, 1) linear solution over the R-module G, there exists a field F and positive integer t such that |F| t divides |G| and N has a (t, t) linear solution over F. However, the proof of [9, Theorem II.10] can be slightly modified to show the results in Lemma 4.3. I.e. F and t are the same field and integer, respectively, for every network. Lemma 4.3 is used to show Corollary 4.4, which demonstrates that fractional linear solutions over modules induce fractional linear solutions over fields at the same rate but with possibly larger block sizes. We now prove our main result regarding linear capacity of networks over modules. Proof. Let F be the field from Corollary 4.4 corresponding to the R-module G, and let N be a network. Then whenever N has a fractional linear solution over R G at a given rate, N also has a fractional linear solution over some field F at the same rate but with possibly larger block sizes. Hence N 's linear capacity over R G is upper bounded by N 's linear capacity over F. By Corollary 4.4, the field size |F| divides the module size |G|, so the characteristic of F also divides |G|.
Asymptotic Solvability
We say that a network N is asymptotically solvable over A if for each ǫ > 0, there exist k, n ≥ 1 such that k/n ≥ 1 − ǫ and N has a (k, n) solution over A. I.e. a rate arbitrarily close to, or above, 1 is attainable. A network which is asymptotically solvable but not solvable was demonstrated in [12] , and solvable networks were demonstrated in [7] and [11] that are not asymptotically linearly solvable over any finite field. The following corollary demonstrates that such networks are additionally not asymptotically linearly solvable over any module (or ring). Proof. We will prove the contrapositive of this corollary. Suppose N is a network that is not asymptotically linearly solvable over any finite field. Then for each finite field F, there exists ǫ > 0 such that N 's linear capacity over F is at most 1 − ǫ. Then, by Theorem 4.5, for each R-module G, there exists a field F such that N 's linear capacity over R G is upper bounded by 1 − ǫ. Hence N cannot be asymptotically linearly solvable over R G, since its linear capacity over R G is bounded away from (i.e. below) 1.
